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CAN COMPUTER REPLACE TEACHERS AT SCHOOL?
School is an institution where students learn. There are a lot of teachers who are charged to inculcate
course and teach tomorrow generations. Nonetheless, the problem is technology has influenced
students tremendously. So can computers replace teachers?
Technology has become an important tool in the students’ life: computer, phone, TV, Ipad, IPhone,
to name, but a few. The first device makes studies easier than it used to be. Students have been using
computers all time. What about the role of teachers? The answer is very easy. They will have a very
crucial place at school. In my opinion, computers can’t replace teachers because some subjects need
more explanation as Math. In this situation computers aren’t enough. Expect that students are very
intelligent. Furthermore, teachers don’t give just lesson. They have been breeding students and
socialize them. For example if students choose to be educated by computes they will not have any
relation among themselves. They will be alone, because in a part these machines have negative
effects. They prohibit students from creating relationship between them. It takes a lot of time
students. They else sanction students from generating good relationships among parents and
students. Despite all these negatives, these apparatuses have positive effects as facilitating search.
They cater for a lot of exercises better than some teachers... the most important thing is that teachers
are badly needed together with the help of computers.
Finally I want to say that both computers and teachers play an important role in a student’s life.
Teachers teach, educate, and communicate ..., Computers are for conducting searches. But students
shouldn’t depend definitely on computers because they may dismiss their studies. But I think that
they will not terminate their relationship with their environment.
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